
PMWG January 27, 2022 - Meeting Notes
1:00pm-2:30pm Remote (Zoom)

TOPIC: Welcome & Introductions

TOPIC:CoC Updates and Community Plan

TOPIC:Review SCC Performance Measures
1. Review goals of Performance Measures
2. Review methodology:

a. Maintain previous benchmark
b. Select benchmark set for 3 year rate of change

3. Categories discussed today
a. Length of Time Persons Remain Homeless
b. Return to Homelessness
c. Employment and Income Growth

TOPIC: Length of Time Persons Remain Homeless
d. Laura: Old benchmarks are unrealistic
e. Hunter: Last year we discussed COVID - shelter extending people - how much do

we take covid into account when setting last year's benchmarks. Makes sense to
raise them from what they were; but not too high. Raising in general is the point.
Are we including non-coc funded programs data? (Yes some programs are
included; and some coc funded as well)

f. Laura: Is this being used locally or sent to or HUD? (Answer: Locally).
g. Art: Where did the old benchmarks come from?
h. IF set from 118 to 131 is there opposition?  And set the second number at 106.

(keeping in mind the three year and not 2 year).
i. Kelly: this makes sense with current trend
j. Second number changed from 76 to 106 does that make sense - rate of the

change
k. Art: If goal is to have it above a certain percentage then it could not be above 76
l. Laura: Find to make a stretch hope. First at 131 and second at 76
m. FInal: 131 (av) and 76 (med)  ES, SH
n. Final : 151 (av) and 83 (med)  ES, SH, TH

TOPIC: Return to Homelessness
o. Within 12 months

i. Street Outreach
1. Laura: Leave it at current benchmark 15%
2. Art: two year covers all the covid and we will be in covid through the

year; two year more realistic



3. Hunter: Looking at older benchmarks we have raised it every year to
meet the goal, move it to 15. Number of people exiting out of
outreach.

4. Hunter: Plans to include diversion plans? (Steven housing problem
solving; becoming more of a focus there might be something that
goes out to the outreach teams; but nothing is concrete yet.)

5. Final: 15%
ii. Emergency Shelter

1. Final 18%
2. Art: if bm is a goal then it would be nice to have a goal; at our

shelter we were lenient with our extensions but want to be more
strict.

3. Laura: agrees with Art
iii. Transitional Housing

1. Final 12%
2. Laura: In reviewing her trends at various programs (8) thinks 11% is

a go; but 12% seems more realistic and based on average and a
reason to change it and since we were off to reach it move it closer
to make it more attainable.

iv. CoC System
1. Final 12%
2. Hunter: Are we doing RRH/ PSH? (We were leaving the same b/c

the numbers are weird to pull together and separate)
3. Trevor: Approximated by individual projects; these have tended to

fluctuate less than the higher turn over projects - cannot remember
exact reason.

p. Within 2 years
i. Street Outreach - Final 20%

ii. Emergency Shelter -  Final 26%
iii. Hunter: how this is calculated; thinking of last two years would have been

pre pandemic and see that take effect now; raising it since we are in
pandemic so maybe raising them

iv. Laura: argument Hunter made in using the 26%
v. Keeping bm for all the others

TOPIC: Employment and Income Growth
q. Transitional Housing (Affected by CoC Funded - sample sizes small in this

category)
i. Stayers increased employment income: Final 35%
ii. Stayers increased non-employment income: Final 0%

1. Not likely to get non-employment income (TANF or Unemployment)
this does not apply in TH. Focus has been increasing income.



iii. Stayers who increased total income: FInal 35%
iv. Leavers increased employment income: Final

1. Check to see where these numbers are coming from seem high.
v. Leavers increased non-employment: Final

vi. Leavers who increased total income: Final

Next Steps:
● Include 2 year adjustments for future meetings
● Include links to programs in report for future meetings


